
Senior International Tetrathlon 

Friday 6th to Sunday 8th August 2021 

Aylesford, Shoby, Leicestershire 

After losing the Senior International fixture last year due to Covid, the Beaufort teams 

that set out for this year’s event were positively itching for a challenging Tet run and a 

long awaiting get together with Tetrathlon families from all over the country.  For the first 

time in 2021, in addition to the usual Open Girls and Boys classes at 1m, a 90cm class was 

offered for both Junior & Senior competitors and also Tri classes at Junior & Senior Level. 

The aim was to include as many Tetrathletes as possible after a year of such disrupted 

preparation and training. 

After an arduous journey of up to 4 hours for 

some people, Beaufort competitors started  

arriving. We made it at around 4 o’clock after 

Fred & Jill Church and Hetty. The horse was  

unloaded before we got to the campsite and the 

officials were fast at getting us and the horses 

through the checks.  

Luckily it was a short walk from the stables to 

the campsite, so the triathletes didn’t feel too 

smug when the tetrathlon participants had to 

get up to feed their horses at 6 in the morning! 

Tents were put up, some successfully, others not 

(ours burst, nearly giving some adults a heart 

attack). We missed Alex and her instructions but 

after a well needed facetime call, the Beaufort 

gazebo was also standing. For the rest of the  

evening, the competitors sat down in Katie 

May’s tent; with music playing - courtesy of Sam 

Bellord - and talking to everyone after not  

seeing some people in about 2 years. The  

parents stuffed themselves into the Clark’s lorry 

for a few hours and it all felt very familiar! By 11 

o’clock Everybody made their way back to bed, 

aware of the early start the next day. 

(George S) 



A rather complex car rota was 

drawn up which fortunately  

resulted in the successful delivery 

of all competitors to Bingham  

Leisure Centre for the Shoot and 

Swim phases.   

The swim started at the crack of 

dawn, with most of us swimming 

before we shot. The first boys  

including Sam B warmed up at 8:15. 

A nice, cold pool, but with  

interesting blocks meant that a few 

PB’s were broken, despite the early 

start. George S got an impressive 

10L7m in his first ever 4 minute 

swim. James H got best swim in the 

Open Boys Tri. Poppy as the only 

Beaufort girl in the Open Tet had 

slightly later times and managed a 

very impressive swim! Lucy went 

later in the 90 Tet and swam well.  

 

Theo and Oscar E travelled up on the morning to meet us at the pool, and both swam  

really well in the Junior Tet. Zara and Jack swam well in their Tri sections. Brilliant swims 

all round! 

(Ollie L) Ed: Ollie omitted to mention his own spectacular swim of 12L 20m! 

Jack R shot superbly with 980 to take joint lead of the Junior Boys Tri Class.  

Oscar E was just 20 points away from the leader with 880 in the Junior Boys Tet Class. 

Lucy P shot 920 in the Open 90 Girls Tet class to put her 4th in this phase. 

George S with 860 was our best Beaufort shooter in the Open Boys Class which was led 

by a stunning 1000 shoot from Jack Stephens (Brecon & Talybont). 



Course walking ensued with Cathy Stratton leading the Open course walk and Emma  

Barker offering support to the 90cm competitors.  How lucky we are to have parents with 

so much riding experience willing to share their knowledge so generously. 

The course was “developed” a few times during the next 24 hours, including a very last  

minute change on Sunday morning when a wasps’ nest was discovered in the crocodile 

jump in the water. Pretty scary! The croc had to be removed and replaced! 

After the swim and shoot, it was time 

for the real reason everyone was there, 

the infamous party. A central BBQ was 

enjoyed followed by a quick change into 

outfits for the theme James Bond. 

Among the many wonderful outfits of 

fancy suits and dresses, a special  

mention goes to Sam B for his fantastic 

costume fully kitted out in wetsuit and 

snorkel, not to forgot the large rubber 

duck attached to his head.  

The party itself was a night to remember (or not for the more enthusiastic drinkers), it was 

the perfect occasion to mix with athletes from all over England and get to know new  

people (some getting much closer than others).  After some questionable music the party 

really got going and overall was a really great night!                                               (Lucy P) 



James Bond Party 



Following a rather eventful day on Saturday with two out of the four elements completed
(possibly three out of the five for many of our riders….) the ride phase was up next. The 
phase that separates the wood from the trees and it certainly didn’t disappoint.  
Senior Internationals has always produced one of the most testing cross country tracks on 
the pony club circuit and this year was no exception. After two weeks of lovely sunshine it 
had to be the one weekend we wanted it to be dry for the rain to come and oh it came. To 
go with this, the many tough combinations, a very tricky water complex and some of the 
steepest and roughest terrain you will see on a cross country course, riding the track was 
never going to be an easy task. However our Beaufort competitors handled it with some  
tremendous attitudes and finishing with some fine results. Most importantly with the  
exception of a couple of lost shoes everyone coming home safely. 
Our open boys kicked us off and despite a couple of course mishaps involving a wasps nest… 
the riders were able to get going near enough on time. George S got us off to a flying start as 
he and Bella cruised round for a beautiful clear, just picking up a few time faults in order to 
preserve Bella for Tet champs this weekend and Eventing champs the week after!  

Charles H and Ollie L both 
flew across the line  
having just had collected 
a couple of faults  
nevertheless still smiling 
and finishing on highly  
respectable scores.  



Josh B was the penultimate Beaufort boys rider in the open class and he didn’t disappoint 

gathering just a couple of penalties for taking the Learner option at a very tough drop log 

to a skinny brush combination that was causing many problems on the day, as Josh too is 

competing at the championships over the next two weekends on Zara. Our final rider was 

fan favourite Sam B who finished a series of great rounds with the pick of the bunch  

finishing on a Maximum score of 1400 on the lovely Reggie being one of just six 1400 rides 

in the boys section.  

Poppy C was our sole competitor in the open 

girls riding Thomas who carried her  

beautifully as they steamed round ending up 

being one of thirteen 1400 rides out of over 

50 girls in the section. Lucy P competed in 

the open 90 section on a very new horse lent 

kindly by the Clutterbuck’s.  The combination 

flew round in just their third run together 

picking up just one stop in the water and  

incidentally taking the learner to come away 

with some great experience gained for 

champs next week.  

Moving on finally to the unprecedented  

junior boys section. The Beaufort were  

represented by Theo and Oscar E, both  

looking the part storming round the bulk of 

the course . The water proving the bogey 

fence however both horses looked great 

coming through the finishing flags, Oscar on 

a very new horse will be pleased with their 

progress.  

Over all a highly commendable set of results 

around one of the toughest pony club  

courses you will come across in treacherous 

conditions and I am sure I can speak on  

behalf of everyone when I say it was a highly 

enjoyable weekend and so lovely after two 

whole years to be back out and about with 

the Tet fam. Roll on champs! 

(Orlo C) 





This phase started with the Triathlon boys and girls doing their runs. Jack Richards scored 

847 points with a 6:01 1500m and Zara Baker-Tuck scored 376 points with a 8:48 run. 

James Hulme also had a good performance with an 11:24 run scoring him 838 points. It 

was then time for the Junior Tetrathletes to run and the Eugster brothers put in a good 

shift with runs of 6:32 and 6:04 scoring Theo 838 points and Oscar 754 points. Then it was 

time for the Open Boys and the Beaufort boys started off with Ollie Lewis who ran 3km in 

a time of 12:44. He was followed by Charles who ran a 11:16 3k and then George Stratton 

who ran an impressive 11:03 3k. Then Josh Barker had a good run of 11:47 and Sam ran a 

time of 14:28. For the girls Poppy ran a 5:27 1500m which scored her 979 points. 

(Charles H) 



The score board this weekend wasn’t short of Beaufort competitors with plenty of  

Beaufort names in the placings. Starting in the Open Girls, Poppy Clark proved that even 

with a lower-than-usual shoot score, you can still finish in the top three coming 3rd with an 

impressive run and 1400 ride. On to the Open Boys, George Stratton made it into the top 

10 coming 9th after moving up the leader board with a very competitive run (some may 

say faster than his horse). Just outside the top 10 was Josh Barker and Charles Hall coming 

11th and 12th, both carrying on the theme of disappointing shoots. On another note, a 

special mention to Sam Bellord for going 1400 in the ride, one of only five to do so and also 

Ollie Lewis for swimming an incredible 12 lengths and 20 metres!  

In the Open Girls 90 section a strong performance from Lucy Peevers pushed her up to 5th 

in a strong class. Zara Baker Tuck put in an brilliant effort in her first championship in the 

open girls tri to come away in 6th. The formidable team of Oscar and Theo Eugster both 

posted good scores to finish 8th and 6th. The Open Boys Tri was dominated by James  

Hulme bringing home the win along with the best swim. The Junior Boys Tri was one for 

Jack Richards who put in an incredible effort coming away 3rd as well as joint best shoot of 

980! All in all it was a very strong performance from all that competed and I would like to 

extend my thanks on all the competitors behalf to all parents who ultimately made it all 

happen and also to Alex Connors who despite not being there still managed to run the 

Beaufort team! 



On another note there was plenty to stress about with Mrs Tuckers beloved little blue lorry 

deciding to pack its clutch in 130 miles away from home! Especially before the ride which 

meant the not so small Zara had to breath in and duck to get into the Lewis’s trailer and 

make the short trip to the venue. This obviously didn’t faze her at all with her doing the 

most amazing confident round! However it did make the journey home a logistical  

nightmare. Zara was very kindly taken home with all her kit by Philip Hall along with mum. 

The rest of my kit was later packed into Katie Hall’s car, however it didn’t stay there for 

long as Sam Bellord took a quick tour of the A and E in Loughborough, very kindly driven by 

Katie Hall! So eventually all my kit was unpacked and stashed into Hetty Clark’s lorry along 

with the other 5 stowaways heading back down south and we eventually left after the prize 

giving was called off! One of the weekends to definitely remember! 

(Josh B) 






